~ TRUE “VISION” ~
(Pt 5)
Unblocking and activating the Pineal Gland, must be a process considered sacred and for those attempting to do so
without the very purest of intent most certainly will suffer gravely, for it opens a hole in your Karma large enough to
drive a SEMI through, if your intent is less than honorable, and a price will be exacted the same as if ANY OTHER
SACRED thing is defiled intentionally... That said, let us continue this series....
The process of detoxifying and decalcifying the Pineal Gland itself may well pose problems. Depending on the level of
toxicity present, during this phase it is quite entirely possible that physical illness may ensure due to the toxins breaking
free and passing through your system, however, this WILL PASS! A full detox may even induce passing LIVER
STONES! These may appear as pebbles in your stool over a few days, and can be quite disconcerting... Now, onto the
“meat” of this installment...
The pineal gland long has directly been intimately connect with true Spiritual Vision. These abilties are
connected to but by no means limited to things such as which includes the ability to observe chakras and
auras, precognition, “VISIONS” and out-of-body experiences, just to name a FEW.... People who have allegedly
developed the capacity to utilize their third eyes are known as “SEERS” as they TRULY do “see” well BEYOND
the five “senses.”
This “stargate” once opened and active REQUIRES TREMENDOUS mental discipline and already highly
evolved Spiritual abilites simply to just PREPARE for this activation as it EASILY can lead to to serious pstchic
damage such as it literally can drive people insane if not understood, accepted or developed correctly, or an
improper “FOUNDATION” for these gifts has yet to be developed! Also due to lack of understanding more
people than not mislabel, run away from the ability or take it to strange descriptions… It is this very FEAR of
ourselves and our OWN “abilities” that has been the wall too many encounter and shy away from. This ability
also invokes RAPID response from the Universe regarding our petitions and that can also be extremely terrifying
and the mind MUST be “REIGNED IN” for this very reason!!!!
I can NOT emphasize that ENOUGH! Unto whom much is “given, MUCH is expected.” Thus saith the
Scripture, (Luke 12:48). HOWEVER, to NOT operate in this level of gifts is the same as a form of rebellion
against them, which we WILL account for, if we have this knowledge and WILLFULLY turn away! It is NOT for
“us” that these gifts operate ANYWAY, it is for the SERVICE of OTHERS!
How can one SEE the “fish” to catch if we choose to remain blind?
Opening this gate is necessary, IF we are to walk in the manner of which He would WANT us to!
I will close this installment here, much food for thought already....
Highest Regards and Much Love,
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